SUNY Ulster Announces President’s and Dean’s Lists for Spring 2015

Full-Time President’s List

A total of 135 students who attended classes on a full-time basis at Ulster County Community College have been named to the President’s List for the Spring 2015 semester, reported Dr. Alan P. Roberts, President, and Dr. Donald C. Katt, President Emeritus, SUNY Ulster.

The list, compiled each semester, is comprised of students whose final average for the period of all courses taken is 3.75 and higher, plus other requirements.

The full-time Spring 2015 President’s List, by area, is as follows:

Accord: Matthew Cook, Rhianna Stensland.

Bloomingburg: David Burns.

Chester: Aaron Cuadrado.

Cottekill: Kailey Koopman.

Cragmoor: Jason Lawrence.

Ellenville: Alexander Torres.

Esopus: Trista VanAmburgh.

Gardiner: Jessica Schrufer.

Glasco: Alexis Rivera, Chelsea Stingel.

High Falls: Kyle Hassett, Rhiannon Pierse, Jennifer Thomas, Laura Wyeth.

Highland: Christopher Ranalli, Michael Roberto, Tiffany Scott, Elena Yess.

Hopewell Junction: Melissa Sommers.

Hurley: Zachary Covert, David Holzman, William Manning, Caleb Smith, Colleen Smith.

Kerhonkson: David De Leon, Lindsey Dugan, Sean Hickey, Jenni Lake, Cassidy Schuman.

Kingston: Alexcis Ausanio-Moses, Kennith Blanshan, Shane Demskie, Ian Garland, Moriah Keir, Samantha Kelly, Daniel Kopec, Lia Krempl, Samantha Leiching, Fresia Martinez, Melissa McGraw, Luke McIntosh, Joan Mena, Ian Moch, Michelle Moore, Nathan Potolsky, Jessica Robie, Chester Rose, Cheyenne Rossler, Cassidy Ryan, Reza Sanat, Kyle Scarselli, Nicole Tarcza, Jeffrey Werner, Bradley Whistance, Davin Williams, Nicole Wronkoski,

Lake Katrine: Damian DePuy, Marian Elflein, Steven Markert.
Malden-On-Hudson: George LaTorre.

Margaretville: Allegra Condon.

Middletown: Erica Plass.

Modena: Janae Myers.

Mount Tremper: Brandt Berryann.

New Paltz: Juan Alonzo, Sonia Amjad, Susan Cagle, Brianna Cozzolino, Juravell Fontes-Janusz, Kelly-Rose Gibbons, Austin Hekking, Marianne Jenkins, Elizabeth Jobson, Evan Redmond, Samantha Reiss, Alexis Ricci, Jack Salend, Zoya Shepko-Hamilton, Sarah Slotnick, Stephanie Thorpe, Christina Tortorici, Udelle Vargas.

Newburgh: Wytoskia Baity, Kristy Chesser, David VanDemark.

Olivebridge: Madeline Friedman.

Phoenicia: Courtney VanLeuvan.

Pine Bush: Jordan Luis, Emily Winner.

Pleasant Valley: Alyssa Sottile.

Port Jervis: Nicholas Iannuzzi.

Rosendale: Molly Doherty, Tara Fitzgerald, Lauren Mead, Nathaniel Mehlman.


Shandaken: Sophie Rust.

Shokan: Brandon Gray, Jeffrey Jayson.

Stone Ridge: Corey Benziger, Tyler Brown, Lawrence Clayton, Jessica Robie.

Ulster Park: Courtney Wagner.

Walden: Georgiana Steiner.

Wallkill: Rosanna Babore, Christina Graziano, Christina Lahmeyer, Tyler Owen, Tiffani Woods.

West Camp: Samantha Shultis.
West Hurley: Nolan Bastianelli, Phway Sandi San, Sara Schmidt.

Woodstock: Alex Lemus, Michael Mulvey, Aletha Norton.

Wurtsboro: Zachary Gibson.

###

**Part-Time President’s List**

A total of 31 students who attended classes on a part-time basis at Ulster County Community College have been named to the President’s List for the Spring 2015 semester, reported Dr. Alan P. Roberts, President and Dr. Donald C. Katt, President Emeritus, SUNY Ulster.

The list, compiled each semester, is comprised of students whose final average for the period of all courses taken is 3.75 or higher, plus other requirements.

The part-time Spring 2015 President’s List, by area, is as follows:

Bearsville: Joda Hoffman.

Boiceville: Sean Bigler.

Ellenville: Betsabe Delgado.

Forestburgh: Lindsay Kesten.

Gardiner: Richard Ayers.

High Falls: Cassidy Kristal-Cohen, Kari Temming.

Kerhonkson: Laila Dannaham, Jennifer Jeglinski, Genevieve Salerno.


Marlboro: Heidi Weaver.

Milton: Stephanie Campbell.

New Paltz: Allison Barclay, Mina Metreaud, Lucia O’Corozine, Sharon Richards, Sheila Vaughan, Rachel Yessenow.

Olivebridge: Michele Hilty, Heather Wright.

Pine Bush: Samuel Mance.

Rosendale: Dawn Smith, Ezra Waltermaurer.

Saugerties: Lisa Landes.
Full Time Dean’s List

A total of 244 students who attended classes on a full-time basis at Ulster County Community College have been named to the Dean’s List for the Spring 2015 semester, reported Kevin R. Stoner, SUNY Ulster’s Dean for Academic Affairs.

The list, compiled each semester, is comprised of students whose final average for the period of all courses taken is 3.30 or higher, plus other requirements.

The full-time Spring 2015 Dean’s List, by area, is as follows:

Accord: Taylor Countryman, Dania Diaz, Simone Diaz, Taevin Smith, Morgan Spinedi, Stephan Van Kleeck.

Ancramdale: Elizabeth Valden.

Big Indian: Kelsey VanEtten.

Bloomington: Lisa Banks.

Boiceville: Charles Fina, Jessica Timm.

Catskill: Melissa Tangney.

Cornwall on Hudson: Michael Schilling.

Cottekill: John Cadmus, River Cranfield.

Ellenville: Tessa Albert, Keyshla Class Colon, Alexus Gonzalez, Michelle Martin, Jeanne Milner-Clinton, Bruce Pedersen, Paul Pritchard, Lizzette Velez.

Fairport: Meghan Packard.

Fishkill: Nicholas Carmine.

Gardiner: Liam Kimlin.

Germantown: Carrigan Buhler, Matthew Kahle.
Glasco:  Jordan Constable.

Glenville:  Jamie Winchester.

High Falls:  Allison Bridges, Casey Maracek, Marielle Rosola, Margaret Ruzzi, Ashley Townsend.

Highland:  Michael Cavazza, Alejandra Cruz, Danielle Hrelja, Samantha Lynch, Nicholas Martin, Nicholas Martorano, Matthew Smith, Tyler Williams.

Hudson:  Kaitlyn Johnson.


Kerhonkson:  Jacob Berryann, Julie Bradford, Rebecca Carroll, Grayson Christian, Christopher DiFazio, Noah Mahany, Ashley Martinez, Alyssa O'Donnell, Nicholas Panchyshyn, Ashely Schmidt.


Lake Katrine:  James Algarin, Daniel Caswell, Veronica Fassbender, Emma James, Francis Mejia, Kenneth VanDemark.

Milton:  Jenna Bruno, Jaime Kuhnen.

Monticello:  Lashawn Moorer.

Mt. Marion:  Jacquelyn Talaniec.

Napanoch:  Amanda Wilhelm, Gabriel Zenteno.

Neversink:  Christina Cevallos.

Newburgh: Vittoria Palladino.

Olivebridge: Ruby Denarie, Steven Feith, Jesse Romano.

Phoenicia: Aidan Ferris, Tyler Fischer.

Plattekill: Kevin Crespi.

Pleasant Valley: Elizabeth Oswald.

Port Ewen: Jesse Carr, Brittany Cox, Andrew Feliciano Sanchez, Adam Gardiner, Thomas Tansey, Alexandria Wood.

Poughkeepsie: Katherine Davies, Ryan Gouveia, Kevin Little, Christina Morgan, Karl Pfister.


Rifton: Jordan Arnold, Jordan Zumpe.


Salt Point: Kimberly Dickson.


Schenectady: Christy Szczepanski.

Shokan: Elyssia Johnan, Justin Sherman, Ashley Szostak.

Spring Glen: Demetrie Mann.

Stone Ridge: Claire Dulka, Ryan Foertsch, Allison Gleich, Alice Gold, Alexandra Witkowski, Dana Wright.

Swan Lake: Rebecca Banks.

Taberg: MacKenzie Carro.

Tillson: Mairead Briggs, Alexcis Pereira-Wilkins, Shea Tetreault.

Tivoli: Marcus Lounello.

Ulster Park: Jeremy Brinkmann, Andrea Guido, Joseph Gust, Matthew Holloran, Phillip Kaplan, Julia Moe, Talia Murphy.
Walden:  Christopher Francisco.

Wallkill:  Alexander Chastain, Daniel Corchado, Ashley Cottelli, Aija-Rose Farnill, Gregory Faulkner, Michael Williams.

Wappingers Falls:  Ryan Conboy.

Wawarsing:  Gabrielle Coutant, Natalie Lugo.

West Hurley:  Alyssa Barrie.

West Park:  Alexandra Fairley, Chad Wells.

Wheatley Heights:  David Kahen.

Willow:  Vanessa Wilber.

Woodstock:  Ammayeh Benton, Erica Carlson, Kylla Delisio, Christopher Holsapple.

###

**Part Time Dean’s List**

A total of 39 students who attended classes on a part-time basis at Ulster County Community College have been named to the Dean’s List for the Spring 2015 semester, reported Kevin R. Stoner, SUNY Ulster’s Dean for Academic Affairs.

The list, compiled each semester, is comprised of students whose final average for the period of all courses taken is at least 3.30 or higher, plus other requirements.

The part-time Spring 2015 Dean’s List, by area, is as follows:

Accord:  Sarah Beck.

Bloomingburg:  Ava Clemens.

Boiceville:  Sean-Paul Pillsworth.

Cottekill:  Stefanie Scalzi.

Highland:  Michael Ellison.

Hyde Park:  Christine Esposito.

Kerhonkson:  Adam Colombo, Heather Van Etten.

Kingston:  Bernadette Claudio, Mackenzie Fortner, Clay Harshberger, Katrina Kouhout, Thayne Macarille, William Parker, Lisa Reif, Margaret Schoonmaker, Donna Szpulecki, Vonnitta
Townsend.

Lagrangeville: Melinda Copeland.

Leeds: Mallory Rell.

Napanoch: Gary Ferguson, Sean Quinn.

New Paltz: Devin Fenyo, Jessica Kelly.

Palenville: Sarah DellaRocco.

Rock Hill: Beth Jones.

Rosendale: Sarah Clock, Katherine Dobosh.

Sarasota: Ryan Sherman.

Saugerties: Helen Carlson, Matthew Hogan, AlanaRay Rittie, Melissa Ritz.

Ulster Park: Brandon Robinson.

West Hurley: Brandon Annabel.

West Shokan: Keith Spang.

Woodstock: Corissa Hill.

Wurtsboro: Jessica Graham, Jennifer Graham.